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It starts here

 The future is here
Bravo launches Smart Printing Solutions



Designed for your goals. Built for your reality

Change is Rising

It starts here - Bravo introduces a new series of card printers.
BRAVO series card printers present smart printing solutions built with 
state of the art technology producing perfection in the arena of smart 
cards. The new age of card printing technology dawns to address the core 
needs of consumers in the dynamic ID card industry. BRAVO series 
introduces its three brand new models - CX7000, ZXP7 and ZXP3, 
designed with cutting edge technology and customized features along 
with the support of an experienced service team.

The need for high quality products within the sphere of safety and security has 
increased manifold over the last few decades. Businesses all over the globe place 
prime importance on the security of their personnel. Sophisticated technology 
has become imperative, as areas of vulnerability have steadily seen a rise.  Bravo 
is committed to bring forth world-class products that address security needs of a 
dynamic business environment as well as reduce risks to a minimum.
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BRAVO Zebra ZXP3 card printer 
The value-packed choice for desktop card printing
The Bravo ZXP 3 direct-to-card printer offers several advanced features that provide great performance at an affordable price. 

Its compact footprint fits neatly into tight work spaces. With easy-to-use features like the Load-N-Go™ ribbon cartridge 
and an LCD display with operating prompts, it requires little training and optimises uptime.

Zebra’s ZRaster™ host-based image processing enables high-speed printing while optimising print quality. And Zebra’s 
new high-performance ribbons have an improved formulation specifically designed to support this high-speed, 
high-quality printing. Print one or both sides with high-quality, consistent monochrome or colour images.

The choice of connectivity options ensures that the ZXP Series 3 printer is easily integrated with local or networked 
systems, and with a full suite of buy-now or add-later encoding options, it is flexible enough to be suitable for a wide 
range of applications.

Key features: 
 

  

  and applications

 
   requirements

   printing
True Colors ix Series BRAVO ZXP 3 high performance ribbons with intelligent media technology.

 High capacity , eco-friendly Load-N-Go drop-in ribbon cartridges.
ZRaster host based image processing
Auto calibration of ribbon
USB connectivity

Ideal for: 

Optional Features

Zebracare extended product warranty programs
Lockable enclosure with opaque output bin 

 

Genuine Zebra supplies 
Genuine Zebra supplies meet stringent quality standards and are recommended for optimal 
printing quality and proper printer performance. The BRAVO ZXP 3 card printer is designed 
to work only with Zebra True Colours® ix Series™ high-performance ribbons.
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Choose the BRAVO Zebra ZXP 7 printer for performance, 
productivity, adaptability and cost efficiency.

Performance: works the way you need it -
card after card 
The BRAVO Zebra ZXP 7 printer is built to meet the needs of 
today’s demanding business environment.

  range of environments and applications

r-photographic print quality and color 
  depth using photo-print technology 

e-to-edge card printing

Laminator ensures security of the cards and 
   lengthens the life of the image

Productivity: high speeds and low maintenance 
The BRAVO Zebra ZXP 7 printer features fast print speeds
that improve productivity and reduce wait time.

ast click-to-drop and batch print speeds

   (encoding, printing and laminating simultaneously), enabling 
    fastest throughput

ix Series™ ribbons are developed for faster printing

-sided lamination

Ease of integration and low maintenance  are 
ensured by:

-capacity media

®

   networking options for faster deployment 

Adaptability: meet business needs-now and in 
the future

buy options whenever you need them - so you can add to your 
portfolio of card-printing applications and manage your 
investment at the same time. 

Options include:
e - or dual-sided printing

Wasteless single -or dual-sided lamination 

Adaptability and control through software: 

   printer, driver , software setup  administration  
   and diagnostics

  administrative flexibility for customizing the 
  feature sets and privileges for users

  to easily integrate advanced features or  
  write their own custom print applications

Cost efficiency: supplies designed to 
minimize the cost per card 
The BRAVO Zebra ZXP 7 printer is designed to work 
with Zebra True Colours ix Series ribbons and 
Zebra True Secure i Series laminate. The high- 
capacity ribbons reduce costs by delivering more 
images per roll and feature an improved 
formulation for printing high-quality images at 

two sizes to meet the needs of every printing task.

Zebra True Secure laminates reduce the risk of 
counterfeiting and extend the life of your 
high-security cards. The unique laminate design 
dramatically reduces waste by eliminating the 
need for carrier material, backings and liners. 
Specially designed cartridges make laminate 
replacement simple. 

Both the ribbons and laminates utilize intelligent 
media technology, which automatically detects 
and calibrates the printer .

BRAVO Zebra  ZXP7 Card Printer 

Ideal for These Applications
High-volume environments 
Identification cards, Access control, Retail and

High-security environments
Government credentials, Secure access control.

Zebra supplies make it easier than ever to manage your printer
Genuine Zebra™ supplies meet stringent quality standards, and are recommended for optimal 
printing quality and proper printer performance. The Bravo Zebra ZXP 7 printer is designed to work 
only with Zebra True Colours® ix Series™  ribbons and Zebra True Secure™ i Series laminates.

making ribbon loading easy. 

Color-coded guides and LCD control panel make it simple to use, while 
there are many encoding and connectivity options. If extra security is 

And finally, a locking mechanism protects the printer, with the software 
providing additional security by tracking and restricting activities.
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Fast, reliable and ideal for photo-like cards
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CX’s well established unique
side ways card transfer mechanism

A modular, cube-design, single/dual side Re-transfer Printer that includes 
Information Security features.  Small footprint Low ownership cost  
High-volume  Continuous ID card printing

  High speed and reliability for continuous printing
  Newly designed compact mechanism for heavy duty use 

  Over the edge, single/dual side printing and lamination options
  Advanced information security functions
  Ideal for corporate ID, Insurance & Registration card projects  

High Speed / High Quality Printing

Fastest printing

High resolution  

High durability

The fastest retransfer printer*

technology for photo–finish printing
Durable mechanism supports continuous 
high quantity production

True Edge-to-edge Printing

True edge -to-edge printing is achieved through 

the process of printing on retransfer film and 

then transferring the image.

Security Erase

Normal ink ribbon after printing

To protect disclose of individual personal 
information, the CX 7000 incorporates a 
mechanism to make the remaining image 

*This does not guarantee prevention of individual information 
disclose completely. It is only supported by the above ribbons. Normal Light When exposed to black light

Sublimation UV
By utilizing the characteristics 
of retransfer printing, with 
sublimation UV ink has been 
achieved. Printed UV image 
cannot be seen under normal 

graded.

Supports IPsec Data Encryption Protocol & Encoding Via Network 

Data misuse by unauthorized access can be prevented by data encryption of IPsec by incorporating dedicated hardware
for higher encryption and decryption. Possible to encode via network. 

Dual Interface – USB 2.0 / Ethernet
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Options
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CHANGE IS RISING

XXS  XS XM XL XXL

ID Badging Software

AVAILABLE IN  
5 EDITIONS



www.bravo-id.com
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